Reboot Immunisation Supply Chains
ISC Objectives
ESSENTIAL

- Actionable data
- Prevention of freezing
- Optimized distribution system
- Enable last-mile outreach
- EVM for measurement & diffusion of skills, change… empowerment
- Enabling institutions
- Delivering as one
ISC Objectives

COMPLEX

“Continuous Everything” – with equity
Learn together - and play
Capacity Development & TA hubs
Interoperability (formerly, Integration)
Raise the profile – reach out beyond
Holistic innovation
Context comes first
Would you buy it if you paid?
The future is green – the future is SDG
Community platforms are allies
Humans are the solution
Think **OUTSIDE** the SILO
a first step in collaboration
silo

/ˈsīlō/ noun

A vertical building, usually circular, used for the storage of grain.

1. An organizational unit that has poor interaction with other units

2. A structure in the information system that is poorly networked with other structures
WE ❤️ OUR SILOS
PRIORITIES DON’T LINE UP
I need a break

I need cars

I need apps

I need help
INFORMATION FLOW IS TERRIBLE
I need new information technology.

We’ve got a 5 year plan....
COORDINATING DECISION-MAKING
(impossible)
Vaccine Queen
How the supply chain managers explained it.
How the warehouse understood it.
How it was implemented.
How the information system was set up.
How the partners described it.
How the project was documented.
How much it cost.
What the community really needed
Work Silos are relics of the past when information was scarce and connections were few.

That time has come to an end.
Collaboration
a story of a technical network
solution OUTSIDE THE SILO

Problem definition
Generating internal consensus on the nature of the problem and solutions

Positioning
Portraying the issue in ways that inspire external audiences to act

Governance
Establishing institutions to facilitate collective action

Coalition-building
Forging alliances with external actors, particularly ones outside the health sector
towards **A NEW COMPACT**

- PHILOSOPHY
- CULTURE
- POLICY
- STRATEGY
- TACTICS
- LOGISTICS
- TASK
Are OUR VALUES aligned?